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www.skimarathon.ca

Last January, ADK-GVC member Priscilla Kaufmann, presented on her experiences at the Canadian Ski
Marathon (CSM) and it inspired our family to do it! We nordic skied more last year than I ever have and it
was wonderful during the pandemic and sunshine and fresh air!! It helped that my two teenagers joined
the Pittsford Nordic Ski Team (they had been swimmers but nordic seemed like a better pandemic sport),
or maybe it helped them. I was so inspired that I signed up to be an Ambassador this year and promote
the event locally. The most important thing to know right away is that the CSM is NOT A RACE; there are
many levels of participation and recognition with the focus on going nordic skiing.

We were aided by the transition of the CSM to a virtual event so we were able to ski locally and on our
schedule to qualify for bling and satisfaction. We skied at Harriet Hollister Spencer State Recreation Area
in Honeoye but the bulk of our skiing was at Cumming Nature Center in Naples (owned by RMSC)
(rmsc.org/cumming-nature-center). My wife and one son completed two 15 km sections and many other
shorter skis and myself and my older son completed the challenge of 100 km in a weekend to earn our
Coureur des Bois - Bronze status. As you can also read in a separate article of this newsletter, we
thru-skied the Jackrabbit Trail.

This year, the 2022 event is, again, a virtual event. This makes it easy for Rochesterians to participate.
Cumming Nature Center has enthusiastically agreed to be an Official Training Trail for the CSM! Details
of the event can be found at www.skimarathon.ca

I encourage everyone to join the Rochester Cross Country Ski Foundation (www.rxcsf.org) to have trail
reports and to support nordic skiing locally. RXCSF grooms trails in Durand-Eastman, Webster, Mendon
Ponds, and Harriet Hollister Parks.

A recording of Priscilla’s January 2021 talk can be found using the link at the bottom of the Chapter
Meetings Page (https://adk-gvc.org/our-chapter/monthly-program2/)

Finally, if you have questions or want to report on your progress in completing participation in the
Canadian Ski Marathon, I would love to hear from you!  - Todd R. Williams, Family Chair,
family@adk-gvc.org
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